Written Representations of Landro Group and Hinchingbrooke Water
Tower Limited (HWT Ltd) (Registration ID Number 10030978)
Application by Highway England for an Order Granting Development
Consent for the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme
Reference;
Land North of the Brampton Road, Huntingdon currently incorporating The
Elevation Public Car Park, Redundant Water Tower and Reservoir
Plots 34/1a, 34/1al, 34/4a, 34/4b, 34/25b, 34/25d & 34/25e, 34/31b
Sheet 34 Land Plan
Sheet 29 Work Plan
Sheet 13 Crown Land Plan
We own freehold and have leasehold interest in the area of land North of the
Brampton Road, Huntingdon lying below and adjacent The Elevated A14 and
Viaduct Sections.

These Representations are made in continuance and elaborate upon our initial
representations given with our Registrations dated 11th March 2015. These
initial Representations were as follows:

Object- Plots; 34/25b & 34/25d &34/25e of Crown Land Plan Regulation 5(2)(n)
Sheet 13: The land is incorrectly described as Crown Land.
Object - Plot 34/4aLand Plans Regulation 5(2)(i): Land incorrectly described:
Should also state Hard Road Surface Access Way to Tower and Hard Standing
Parking Areas below Flyover. Object permanent occupation and final
reinstatement of plots 34/4a, 34/1al :Object to permanent occupation and loss of
Rights to Light, Critical Access to Tower Office Development and Parking and final
Landscaping Proposals . Object to Permanent occupation plot 34/25d and
consequential loss of Main Site Entrance, Replacement of existing vegetation
already in place. Object 34/25e. Object description 34/31b land belonging to HWT
Ltd. Object to 34/4a, 34/4b, 34/25b insufficient land taken for temporary
occupation to dismantle existing viaduct. Refer to methodology of previous scheme.
Whilst we remain in support of ambitions to upgrade the A14 and for
dismantling The Viaduct we do not support and therefore object to these
proposed methods for removing The A14 Structure through our site and
opposed to the proposed reinstatement of these areas:

1. Original Objection: Object- Plots; 34/25b & 34/25d &34/25e of Crown Land
Plan Regulation 5(2)(n) Sheet 13: The land is incorrectly described as
Crown Land. By duty of a Conveyance Dated 11th December 1986 made
between The British Railways Board –to- The Secretary of State For
Transport; Under threat of compulsory purchase the board granted the
freehold land to plots 34/1k, 34/1l, 34/1m & 34/1n. However only an
easement was granted to construct a bridge over plot 34/25b & 34/31b,
which are identified as Crown Land on sheet 13. These plots remain
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under the Freehold ownership of HWT Ltd and the easement does not
constitute these plots being Crown Land. In addition Plot 34/25d is not
below the existing bridge and not subject to the easement but is also
incorrectly described as Crown Land.

2. Object - Plot 34/4a Land Plans Regulation 5(2)(i): Land incorrectly
described: Should also state Hard Road Surface Access Way to Tower and
Hard Standing Parking Areas below Flyover. Object permanent occupation
and final reinstatement of plots 34/4a, 34/1al :Object to permanent
occupation and loss of Rights to Light, Critical Access to Tower Office
Development and Parking and final Landscaping Proposals . Plot 34/4a
forms part of the Consented Water Tower Development Site and part of
these lands are currently laid out as a Hard Standing Access Way and
Parking Areas. The extent of the Tower Building and Landscaping
Proposals are set out in Appendices A & B. Part of the Building’s External
Cleaning Strategy is to park Mobile Lorry Mounted Hoists on the areas
adjacent the tower shown shaded green in appendices A. The possession
of this land prevents us from maintaining sufficient access. Furthermore
The Applicant proposes to plant Trees immediately adjacent the New and
Existing Structures resulting in potential issues with root damage. This
Vegetation will further eventually infringe upon our Rights of Light. The
Applicant also proposes to take possession of Parking Spaces Secured
under Consent for the Tower. These infringements will prevent us from
building and occupying the Tower Development inaccordance with the
Planning Permission and will therefore render the development unlawful.
We consider the success of the applicant’s overall proposals are not
relevant to these Specific Arrangements which are poorly conceived and
follow mostly The Existing Boundary of the current Road Embankment
Structure. The objective of the applicant here should be to reinstate the
land to the previous harmonious condition; instead the applicant
proposes to indelibly scare into the land the remnants of the Abutment
Structure and therefore duly maintain the awkward, jutting
characteristics is currently endured now. Under the original scheme,
when the current road was built; land forming part of The Original Title
was taken by The Secretary of State. Plot 34/1al form part of the
embankment and The Area shown crossed hatched, in Appendices C, was
sold, under Threat of Compulsory Purchase, to the Freemen Charity (See
Appendices D). These land should be returned to us and allowed to be
incorporated into an overall plan that delivers a more considered
reinstatement that benefits not the short term margins of the applicant,
but the long term aspiration of the neighboroughing occupants.

3. Object to Permanent occupation plot 34/25d and consequential loss of Main
Site Entrance, Replacement of existing vegetation already in place. The
applicant proposes to take possession of plot 34/25d to exclusively
complete the Landscaping associated with the works for the Brampton
Road Improvement (Work No.35). The entire landholding, predominantly
held by HWT , is identified under the District Councils Local Plan as a
future Employment site that is to bring forward opportunities for
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development once the A14 works are complete. The entrance to the entire
site and Tower was secured under Planning Application No: 1102112S73
Consent Dated 23rd April 2012 (see Appendices E). Through this we
entered into a Permissive Footpath Agreement (Appendices F & G) with
The County Council inorder to widen The Public Footpath at the entrance
and duly provided an area of our land to achieve this. The Applicant’s
possession of plot 34/25d incorporates The Entire Entrance to site and
the Area given over in The Permissive Path Agreement. The applicant
proposes to return the footpath arrangement to the Pre Agreement
layout; see photo of Boy on Bike swerving into road in front of Car
(Appendices H). This image was taken as evidence of the previously poor
footpath arrangement and used in support of The Entrance Application.
Plot 34/25d Stops Up the entrance yet there is no Reference under
Part 3 or 4 of Schedule 4. Plot 34/25d is to be given over only to
landscaping which is provided entirely at the expense of our own
ambitions to landscape the front of site once our development is
completed. This not only renders our lands inaccessible and therefore
worthless but also creates an unacceptable Ransom Position to the entire
site. The Applicant should reconsider these landscaping proposal to the
front of site; return all lands previously taken from our Land Titles and
allow us to landscape these areas in timing with our proposals that will be
subject to Local Authority Planning Approval

4. Object 34/25e. Object description 34/31b land belonging to HWT Ltd.
Object to 34/4a, 34/4b, 34/25b insufficient land taken for temporary
occupation to dismantle existing viaduct. Refer to methodology of previous
scheme. We have stated above the entire holding remain a future
development site and therefore we wish to see the programme for
dismantling the Viaduct completed expeditiously. The implementation of
these works remains a continuing hindrance to us. Whilst the Applicant
retains a right to enter site this does not permit for exclusive possession
and therefore it remains necessary for these works to be completed under
the remit and powers granted through these Orders. We understand the
applicant has recently appointed Atkins/Skanska although we further
understand a contractor will not be appointed to dismantle the viaduct
until 2019. We assume therefore further works will continue into the
designs of the viaduct and speculate the eventual contract might be
awarded under some form of Detailed, Stage 2 Design and Build
Agreement. We assume therefore Atkins/Skanska will be undertaking
further preliminary works leading to award of these contracts not
discounting they are likely to take this contract on themselves. The
inspector is no doubt aware that Atkins/Skanska were the lead consultant
to the previous scheme and completed these designs and methods for the
removal of the viaduct. This office attended many meetings over two
years with Atkins before Draft Orders were issued last time. We
understand the complexities of these works and appreciate the logistical
challenges facing the contractor acting to successfully fulfill these
contracts. We therefore refer the inspector to the previous Draft Order
see Appendices I. As advancements in construction techniques have not
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changed significantly since 2008; we presume the methodology for
dismantling the viaduct remains mostly unchanged. The Inspector is
aware the greatest challenge is removing The Two Solid Concrete Bridge
Sections supporting the Central Span over Brampton Road. These spans
must be broken up on site having firstly been physically moved in one
single mass backwards into site and away from the East Coast Main Line.
The Applicant has not provided a means of Access off the Brampton Road
and the total area of land he is proposing to undertake these works within
seems woefully inadequate when analysed against the previous studies
that allowed for Crane Positions and in Particular Dozer Movements near
the Tower.
We believe the Applicants proposals for site have not been fully rehearsed and it
is worth commenting that we remain disappointed with the meager level of
consultation that has been held directly with this office regarding these
important stages of the project. For the reason given above we ask the Inspector
to reject the Application.
Guy Gredley
Landro and Hinchingbrooke Water Tower Limited
June 2015
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From: Guy Gredley [mailto:gg@landro.co.uk]
Sent: 15 June 2015 11:22
To: A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Subject: Appendices B: Written Representations Landro and Hinchingbrooke Water Tower Limited.
Registration ID No: 10030978
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